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Interview with Pit Member, Henry Vradelis
By Amanda Giannopoulos

“Pit” is a group of students who provide a live music soundtrack for all theatrical performances at the high school. Over the course of two interviews, I was able 
to talk to viola player and pit participant Henry Vradelis to give the pit a well-deserved spotlight.

Me: Would you say that pit is a worthwhile experience and that you would encourage other people to join?
Henry: If you play an instrument, you have to at least look into it because it’s a lot of work, it’s a lot of hours, but at the same time, it’s one of the most rewarding 
you can do with an instrument here at this school. And if your instrument doesn’t have a part for the play, talk to Ms. Voigt (who is our director of the pit) and 
talk to Myers because they can make things happen. It’s happened in the past. Th ey can transpose parts to include your instrument. If you have a squad of, say, I 
don’t know, marimbas (I’m just making this up) that really want a part but there is not a part, they can make it happen. So defi nitely look into it if you want to.
Me: And would you say that this style of music, which you said was very diff erent from your concert things, is more enjoyable, more diffi  cult?
Henry: Defi nitely more diffi  cult, but also more enjoyable. Personally, one of the things I had to do was to learn to count. Th e fi rst musical that I played in was 
Hunchback of Notre Dame and as a strings player there is a lot of resting that goes along. You have to come in on time, at the exact point every time, and Ms. 
Voigt doesn’t have time to cue you in all the time because it’s a whole production. She’s occupied with keeping the stage and the pit in sync. Th ere are a lot of 
things that you take for granted as a music player that you really have to iron out and learn new things while you’re playing for the pit. 
Me: Please explain to me the time commitment for pit.
Henry: So, we start pit work at around late November to December for the musical, and at that time it’s relatively simple. It’s only around 2 hours a week in 
school and you’re expected to practice outside of school to get your work down. But as we approach the musical, the time commitment gets more and more 
until in the last three weeks we’re putting in 10, 20 hours a week just in school. You have 4 hours of practice aft er school every day and then 6 or 7 hours one day 
over the weekend so that’s a lot of work. So yes, it is a huge time commitment that you have to be ready for.
Me: Would you say that it’s also diffi  cult to practice on your own? Meaning it requires a lot of hours as well?
Henry: Yes, defi nitely, especially if you’re pursuing diff erent things outside of school. If you’re playing a sport, if you’re involved in a club, or even if you just have 
a big course load, it’s hard to fi nd that time to fi t in for sure.
Me: Do you have to audition to make it into pit or do they accept anyone who plays an instrument?
Henry: For pit there aren’t any auditions. However, there have been threats for cuts if you’re not learning what you need to learn basically. 
Me: Would you say that the pit is underrated in terms of diffi  culty or necessity for the play or time commitment?
Henry: I mean we do get recognized for the four seconds at the end during the bows when the cast points to us, but yeah we are sort of in the background. But 
I think more importantly, what’s underestimated is the diffi  culty in playing this music because it’s very diff erent from what you learn. You learn how to play 
concert music. You learn how to play chamber music. You do not learn how to play musical music, and that diff erent style requires a lot of work and requires a 
lot of adaptation to pull off  in a way that sounds good.  
Me: And would you say that it’s hard synchronizing with the actors and their singing  and timing of things and that requires extra work to be able to do?
Henry: Th at’s sort of what I was getting at. You know, in music that we learn how to play (chamber music, concert music) you are the star of the show. Th e 
show is built around you. So you exist in the space where you follow the conductor, they count off , it’s very simple. Th e only thing you have to worry about is 
getting your notes down. In a musical scenario, it’s very diffi  cult because timing isn’t exact. You have to follow the actors. You have to follow the conductor who’s 
following the actors, who are following cues like light cues, etc. and you’re no longer the star of the show. So you’re now taken for granted in a way that you can’t 
mess up because you’re supposed to just exist.
Me: Yeah you’re supposed to be the seamless background, not draw attention to yourselves...
Henry: Right, exactly! Th e point of the musical isn’t “wow, they’re doing a great job playing the music”, it’s “wow, the actors are doing a great job singing and 
dancing”.

Bravo, Abington Th eater Department!
In November, the Abington Senior High Th eater Department put on a production of Rick Abbot’s Play On! for their 
annual Fall Play. Telling the story of a community theater struggling to put on a production of Murder Most Foul 
(not to be mistaken with the Agatha Christie fi lm), Abington’s production of Play On! received great reviews from its 
audiences. Senior members of the cast and directorial staff  took some time to refl ect on their last play at Abington.

Grayson Cantrell (Student Director): My biggest challenge was taking on a larger leadership role this year. Mrs. 
Whitman, our Director, had to step away from the department as she prepares for the birth of her fi rst child. We all 
wish her the best of luck with her growing family, and everyone in the cast and crew supports her decision to take a 
break from directing, but it was defi nitely a challenge and a learning experience.

Joey Nolan (Cast): I would say that the biggest challenge for me in this particular play was adapting to switching back 
and forth between two drastically diff erent characters over and over again within the same play.

Olivia Fiorella (Cast): Defi nitely having to kiss three people every day and having it shown on the announcements.

Along with their challenges, we also asked what their favorite memory was from working on the show.

Colleen Rath (Student Director): Th e curtain call on closing night was special. It was a relief that the shows were over, 
but it made me look forward to the Spring musical. 

Grayson: I’ll remember watching the girls get very excited when they got their fancy costumes!

Joey: One thing I loved about this show was how the entire show was essentially just build up for Act 3, which made 
Act 3 truly a spectacle. Well, maybe not a spectacle, but it got a lot of laughs and it was a lot of fun.

Olivia: It was really nice to get laughs at the show; the cast defi nitely fed off  of those laughs.

Finally, we asked these Seniors to refl ect on their overall experience.

Olivia: Oddly, I don’t always like working with other people, but this show and the ones before it have made things better.

Joey: What I will take away most from my experiences is having learned how to play off  others on stage rather than just focusing on delivering my own lines.

Bravo to all the cast and crew of Play On! All of your hard work culminated in three great shows. We look forward to the Spring Musical, Chicago!
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The American Music Awards
By Juliette Kousombos

 The American Music Awards were hosted on November 24, by Ciara 
at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. Taylor Swift won six awards, bringing 
her lifetime total to twenty-nine American Music Award Titles, surpassing 
Michael Jackson’s record of twenty-four awards. Taylor Swift took home the 
titles of Artist of the Year, Favorite Female Pop/Rock Artist, Favorite Pop/
Rock album (Lover), Favorite Music Video (“You Need to Calm Down”), and 
Favorite Adult Contemporary Artist. Khalid took home three titles, which 
consisted of Favorite Male Pop Artist, Favorite R&B Album (Free Spirit), and 
Favorite R&B Song (“Talk”). 

 In addition, Carrie Underwood took home titles for Favorite Female 
Country Artist and Favorite Country Album (Cry Pretty). Moreover, Korean-
Pop band, BTS took home the titles of Favorite Pop Group, Tour of the 
Year, and Favorite Social Artist. Similarly, Billie Eilish took home awards for 
Favorite New Artist of the Year and Favorite Alternative Rock Artist. Country 
duo, Dan + Shay took home awards for Favorite Country Duo and Favorite 
Country Song (“Speechless”). 

Other winners include, Shawn Mendes, Camilla Cabello, Halsey, 
Kane Brown, Cardi B, Post Malone, Lil Nas X, Bruno Mars, Beyonce, J Balvin, 
Lauren Daigle, Marshmello, and Queen. Performances of the night included, 
Kesha, Big Freedia, Billie Eilish, Toni Braxton, Halsey, Green Day, Camilla 
Cabello, Jonas Brothers, Christina Aguilera, Taylor Swift, Dua Lipa, Post 
Malone, Lizzo, Selena Gomez, and Shania Twain. The Jonas Brothers, were not 
in attendance, however they delivered a special live performance from Boston. 
Selena Gomez performed on live television for the first time in two years. 
Additionally, Ciara debuted her new song “Melanin”. It was an exciting night! 

Shooting at Saugus 
High School
By Sabrina Trakhtorchuk

Thursday, November 14th, 2019: Nathanial Tennusoke Berhow pulls a .45 
caliber handgun out of his backpack and fires it into a throng of students 
waiting to enter Saugus High School in Santa Clarita California. It is his 
16th birthday. He kills two teens, one a 15-year-old girl named Gracie Ann 
Muehlberger, the other a 14-year-old boy named Dominic Blackwell, the 
oldest brother in a family of four boys. He injures several other students before 
turning the gun upon himself. It is a tragic scene and it is all too familiar. It 
becomes the 45th school shooting in the country in 2019 alone. When asked, 
Maddie Roeschke, a survivor of the Thursday attack simply said, “I wasn’t 
surprised.” She elaborated that, “Of course it was very hard, and a traumatic 
experience. But with the state of America right now, with gun control not 
being strict enough, with kids being able to access guns so easily, it didn’t 
surprise me.” 

Authorities believe Berhow used what is called a “ghost gun” a gun 
consisting of separately acquired parts purchased either online or at gun 
shows. “Ghost guns” permit purchasers to assemble their own guns without 
having to pass background checks. These self-assembled guns also have 
no serial number, making them virtually untraceable. The gun used in the 
attack may have been purchased by Berhow’s deceased father, who owned six 
registered firearms before they were seized by law enforcement, making him 
a prohibited possessor. The families, students, and citizens of Santa Clarita are 
left struggling to make sense of this devastating loss.

Student Council’s 
Snowball Dance 
By Rachel Oh

The start of December means that you’re most likely occupied with 
two pressing questions: when the next snow day will be, and if winter break 
can come any faster. As you relish and desperately hold onto the ounce of 
festive spirit slowly making its way throughout the school, you can make time 
before break pass a little faster by attending Abington’s only winter dance, the 
Snowball! Hosted by the Student Council, bring a date, a group of friends, 
or just yourself to this cozy yet lively dance. Originally taking place in the 
Auditorium, Snowball will be in Cafe B on December 13th, at 7-10pm. 

Tickets will be $15 and sold in Cafe A throughout all lunch periods. 
Spend the Friday night dancing, enjoying the plethora of baked goods 
provided by our Student Council members, or perhaps both at the same time. 
Although this is technically a semi-formal dance, Christmas sweaters are 
strongly recommended! Tickets sell out nearly every year, so be sure to buy 
yours as soon as possible! 

Abington Students Earn Spots in Regional Concert
In November, 15 students from Abington High School traveled to Upper Merion High School to audition for PMEA District 11 Chorus, a group made up of the 
best singers from Montgomery and Bucks County. The students competed against anywhere from 40-50 students in their voice category, and only the top 20 in 
each category were chosen. I am delighted to inform you that SEVEN of our students were chose to attend the festival, to be held at Springfield Township High 
School Jan 16-18, 2020. And an additional two were first and second alternate. If you see any of these students, please congratulate them on being selected:

 Samir Buch, Tenor 2 (placed third)

 Isabella DiPasquale, Alto 2 (placed third)

 Jenna Doyle, Alto 2

 Matthew Gamble, Bass 1

 Nicholas Hilliard, Bass 2 (placed first)

 Olivia Morris, Soprano 2

 Rachel Reale, Alto 1

 ________________________

 Miguel Vela (first alternate, Tenor 1)

 Emma Convery (second alternate, Soprano 2)

Mini-Thon Flag 
Football Tournament
By Erica Simon

Mini-Thon’s flag football tournament last week was a huge success! Twelve 
teams went head to head and competed for the title of champion. After 2 
days of games after school, DB Dimes came out on top and won the bracket. 
With some intense 
games and some 
lighthearted ones, 
the tournament was 
a fun way to help 
Mini-Thon reach 
its fundraising goal 
to fight childhood 
cancer…for the kids!
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In the Community
Featuring: Catherine Fantuzzo of Book Club
By Lauryn Jones 

You may have never seen it listed on the announcements or heard about it in passing, but Abington Senior High 
School’s Book Club is one of the highlights of this community.  Th is hidden gem is shiny and new, and it has your name 
written all over it!  To get a better insight into this club I picked the brain of one of it founders, avid reader and writer 
Catherine Fantuzzo.  Keep reading to fi nd out more...

L:  How long has Book Club been a club?

C:  I started Paperback Tea Party with Piper Kull, Sarah McCardle, and Olivia Fiorella in Mr. William’s Chemistry class 
sophomore year. It started offi  cially meeting at the end of my sophomore year and throughout the whole course of my 
junior year. Watch the announcement for new about our meetings that will be starting up again in January. (We start 
late this year because the entire executive board are seniors with college applications to complete). 

L:  What made you want to create a book club here at ASHS?

C:  Th e purpose of the Book Club was twofold: fi rst, to encourage Abington students to read what they are interested in 
outside of their E nglish class and, secondly, to redefi ne the defi nition of a book club. At Paperback Tea Party, we don’t 
choose one book that everybody reads; we choose genres, topics, and confl icts of interest and then go fi nd a book on 
our shelves or at the library to read these genres and discover more about these topics and confl icts. We then report 
back to the club the following month with our discoveries. Th is method makes book club less of a reading seminar and 
more of a discussion, allowing for friendships to develop and knowledge to fester. 

L:  How have books shaped your life?

C:  For someone who has never really been able to aff ord to travel or really experience the world outside of the US 
and Canada, reading has sort of been a passport around the world for me. (Even though I mostly visit England, Russia 
and Italy). I get to know people and cultures I might never have met due to time period or I travel to some far away, or 
perhaps non-existent land. Th ough this may sound pathetic, there have been times in my life where I really needed a 
friend and books have been a really healthy coping mechanism and support system for me. Th ey also are really good 
predictors of humanity, and because I have spent so much time reading these predictions, I have become very good at 
reading to understand the people around me. 

L:  In your opinion, what is the importance of reading?

C:  Reading forces you to think outside of yourself. It forces you to create new ideas and worlds around you, and most 
importantly, it forces you to step into the shoes of other people and places and to really understand a character and 
confl ict. Most of literature is universally applicable and it is vitally important to read if you wish to fully understand 
humanity and how it works. 

L:  What is your favorite book?

C:  Th is is the hardest question I have ever been and will ever be asked. My favorite book currently is one called All the 
Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr. It’s about a blind French girl and a German boy who has just been recruited 
into the Hitler Youth. Th eir stories are juxtaposed and you spend the whole book wondering when their narratives 
will merge. I love when a book is unpredictable and keeps you on the edge of your seat and this book defi nitely 
accomplishes all of that. Besides this new book, I absolutely adore books like Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice, and 
anything by Toni Morrison. 

L:  What is the one thing you hope that Book Club can bring to or do for the ASHS community?

C:  My hope is that Paperback Tea Party will encourage students to take the time to read something they actually want 
to read. So many kids have said, “I would like the book we are reading in English class, if only we weren’t reading it in 
English class” and that slight annoyance of reading has seemed to bleed onto all other types of reading. Th e public (and 
private) school has stamped out the fi ery passion for reading in our generation and it is my hope that Paperback Tea 
Party will help to reignite that passion.  

L:  As you are a senior this is your last year here at ASHS.  What legacy do you hope 
to leave behind with Book Club?

C:  I hope that someone will continue with Book Club aft er I am gone. I hope they 
change the name and I hope they make it their own. I hope it changes for the better. 
But I want to leave this fundamental notion behind: Reading is not a chore and 
never was. It’s just a matter of fi nding the right book. 

L:  And lastly, do you have any last words of advice or fi nal comments?

C:  I urge Abington students to do themselves a favor: stop telling yourself you’re 
too busy to read. I know so many students who say they love reading but don’t have 
the time or they say they will fi nd the time to read later. Newsfl ash! If you don’t 
have time to read in high school and college, you’ll never have the time to read ever 
again. Life only gets more and more busy. Relax! Put that work down for a half an 
hour and pick up a book you actually want to read. I promise you, your grades will 
not drop. Who knows...you might even enjoy it!

Dear 
Abington, 
In Spring of our Sophomore year, we 
had the idea to start a book club. We 
decided to present the idea to Student 
Council, but fi rst they wanted to put 
a little twist on it. Th is wasn’t going to 
be your typical, everyday book club. 
Instead it would be a conversation 
-- one about books. A democracy 
that votes on a current event, issue, or 
genre to read about and then heads 
over to their local library to fi nd a 
book they want to read on that topic. 
Aft er reading it over the course of 
one month, we would return to the 
next meeting to discuss with the rest 
of the club about what they had read. 
Suddenly, several people had learned 
about a new idea in a single hour 
session. Oh, and we drink tea!
We are the Paperback Tea Party, 
and we welcome you to join our 
little club. With the approval of Mr. 
Quigley, our club sponsor, we will be 
re-commencing meetings starting 
the Spring semester (January). We 
meet once a month. Please feel free 
to bring snacks to share and tea to 
drink! We will be getting to know 
one another and discussing possible 
genres to discuss at our February 
meeting. All are welcome. Watch the 
announcements for more updates and 
feel free to contact either of us at the 
emails listed below. 

Looking forward to meeting you!

Sincerely,
Catherine Fantuzzo, cefantuz16@
gmail.com
Sarah McCardle, mccardlesm2@
gmail.com 

CLUB OFFICERS

President: Catherine Fantuzzo

Vice President: Piper Kull

Secretary: Sarah McCardle

Treasurer: Olivia “Oli” Fiorella
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FRANKIE GIVES ADVICE
DEAR FRANKIE,
 I play multiple sports and have several activities which means I have a packed 
schedule. How do I manage my time with homework, studying, and free time. It has 
already been three months and I’m struggling. Please help me! - Sam

Dear Sam,
 I have had a packed schedule since elementary school so trust me I know 
your pain and struggle. Currently, I’m in my Junior year with Marching Band, Student 
Council, Red Cross Club, Sophomore Class Council, Key Club, and so many other 
activities that I take part in inside and outside of school. 
 Basically, use your planner and write all your test dates down so you will not 
be surprised by tests and quizzes. Trust me this sounds basic, but it happens more than 
you think. Also, with homework use the morning before school, your study halls, and 
lunch. Even if that’s your free time you can still hang with friends and get a couple 
math problems done at the same time. 

A great way to study is Quizlet. The app is so easily accessible and you stay 
organized which allows easy access to the flashcards you make. All you have to do 
is make an account, assign folders to each subject, and then you write your notes on 
tiny flashcards which seem like a hassle, but when you can access it anytime that week 
in between or during classes or on the bus you’ll thank me later. The app also allows 
you to take practice tests, do matching activities, make notecards, and many other 
strategies to study. That’s my biggest recommendation and since I’ve been using it, my 
scores have improved by at least 5 or more points per quiz and test.
With free time all you have to do is use a study schedule and stick with it. For 
example, if I have a test Friday I study the subject for 20 minutes a night by spreading 
vocabulary, math, and other necessities on different days. By using a planned out 
schedule it’ll allow you to have more free time and not having to cram the night 
before. Also, by staying off your phone which is very difficult these days, you can save 
up to an hour or two on homework that can now be used as free time. 

Sam, I know you got this, girl! It may be difficult at first to change study or 
work habits, but trust me it is worth it. By trying these new options, you will definitely 
see improvement on your scores if you commit to this system. Many people can also 
benefit from this advice so I thank you for writing to me and I hope everything goes 
well. Good luck with your sports!

IF YOU WANT ME TO ANSWER QUESTIONS OR NEED ADVICE SEND ME 
QUESTIONS AT 27232@abington.k12.pa.us

Review: Star Wars, 
The Mandalorian
By Daniel McGrath

The Disney+ streaming service has been out for not long, and it has already 
begun one of the most compelling stories of 2019. “The Mandalorian” is a visually and 
narratively stunning tale of the coolest bounty hunter in the galaxy. The show’s creator, 
Jon Favreau, was able to gather a team of marvelous directors. Each episode of “The 
Mandalorian” displays a different director’s remarkable talent and unique style. Dave 
Filoni, Rick Famuyiwa, and Deborah Chow utilize their own distinctive skill sets to 
piece together one substantial Star Wars story.

Dave Filoni’s “Chapter 1” of the show makes great use of a cold open to 
present Pedro Pascal’s character, our unnamed Mandalorian protagonist, and his 
silent, mysterious personality. A fight sequence unleashes, which allows the audience 
to see the suave combat style of the Mandalorian. This episode shows the routine 
of any bounty hunter: seek out a job, capture the target, collect the bounty, and 
don’t get killed. Carl Weathers’ character, Greef Karga notifies the Mandalorian of 
available jobs and the money that comes with each job. Filoni greatly characterizes 
Greef to be a confident, intelligent man who enjoys giving insight on the treacherous 
bounty missions. “Chapter 1” is filled to the brim with references to the “Star Wars” 
franchise and surprises for Star Wars fans. The biggest surprise is at the end of the 
episode. Filoni’s work excellently shows how experienced he is with creating in this 
fictional galaxy, as he has worked on the galaxy before in shows, such as “Star Wars: 
The Clone Wars” and “Star Wars: Rebels”. This first episode fits flawlessly into the 
renowned franchise as a tale of mystery, and I am excited to see Filoni’s direction of 
the upcoming “Chapter 5” of “The Mandalorian”.

“Chapter 2” was directed by Rick Famuyiwa, who is known for films, such as Talk 
to Me and Our Family Wedding. This episode shows our Mandalorian protagonist, 
bounty in hand, trying to escape the planet he resides on, but there is a major conflict 
thrown upon the Mandalorian. His ship was ransacked and stripped for parts by 
the famed “Star Wars” species, the Jawas. “Chapter 2” does a great job of showing 
the common personality of this already known species. The Jawas are stingy and are 
resistant to the Mandalorian’s advances, and our protagonist seeks assistant from 
Nick Nolte’s character, Kuiil, who Famuyiwa perfectly portrays as an extremely wise 
moisture farmer. This episode has a great way of exploring different characters and 
species that, otherwise, we would not know much about. Famuyiwa’s story displays an 
exceptional tale of bravery displayed by our nameless Mandalorian, and the episode 
even manages to feel like a father-child bonding story. “Chapter 2” was brilliantly 
pieced together, and it shows how the show progressively gets better. I can’t wait to see 
where Famuyiwa takes our protagonist with his direction of “Chapter 6”.

And lastly, Deborah Chow’s “Chapter 3” is the most astonishing episode, so far! The 
episode gives us an awesome look at other Mandalorians and their deep culture. The 
Mandalorian culture conflicts with our protagonist’s meeting with the Empire, but 
the payoff is worthwhile with the satisfying sight of the creation of new armor made 
from Beskar, the steel that Mandalorians find most valuable. Chow’s work feels like 
a thrilling rescue story. Each episode of “The Mandalorian” has its own incredible 
fight scene, but “Chapter 3” has the most mind-blowing fight yet. The scene radiates 
John Wick vibes with how epic it becomes. The action in this episode is top notch for 
the “Star Wars” franchise. The stupendous direction of Chow is revealing of the great 
benefits that emit from diversity between the directors’ distinct, diverse backgrounds. 
Chow is the director of the season’s penultimate, “Chapter 7”, of which makes me feel 
high as a kite knowing that I am being presented with one of the best stories in my 
lifelong favorite franchise, Star Wars.

Jon Favreau’s “The Mandalorian” has given me everything I could desire from a spin-
off “Star Wars” show: intense action, deep lore, great characterization, and treats for 
fans of “Star Wars” alike. I’m intrigued to see the show’s episode directed by Bryce 
Dallas Howard, as well as the first season’s finale, which is directed by one of my 
favorite directors, Taika Waititi. 2019 has been a phenomenal year for “geeks” like me, 
with pieces, such as Avengers: Endgame and “Doom Patrol”. “The Mandalorian” has 
shown great potential and excites me for the future of “geeky” Disney+ original shows, 
such as the upcoming “The Falcon and the Winter Soldier”. Until then, I will be re-
watching “The Mandalorian” over and over. I strongly recommend this show for fans 
of Star Wars and fans of great storytelling, in general.

In the words of Kuiil, “I have spoken.”

Teen Runs into Teacher 
in Public, Considers 
Transferring Schools
By Noah Stern

            For local high school sophomore Mark Davies, what at first seemed like a 
normal trip to the grocery store soon took a turn for the worse when he encountered 
his history teacher, Mrs. Stephenson, in the check-out line.

         “I mean, where do I begin?” said Davies in an interview shortly after the event. “I 
was just minding my own business on an ordinary Saturday afternoon and here comes 
Mrs. Stephenson just strolling around like a regular person.”

         Davies implied that the nonchalance with which Mrs. Stephenson ran her 
errands frightened him, as he did not realize that his teachers also needed to complete 
necessary household tasks and, not to mention the fact that they might not actually 
live at school; he came to the shocking realization they may even live in the same 
general area as their students.

         Things got worse for Davies when he was forced to make small talk with his 
history teacher as they both waited in the same line to check out. “Well we both 
exchanged these, like, awkward smiles as we both acknowledged how much we didn’t 
want this to be happening right now,” Davies explained, “I’m pretty sure I said ‘hi’ and 
she said something along the lines of ‘Hi, Mark, how’s your weekend going?’”

         This was problematic for Davies, as he did not have a sufficient answer for Mrs. 
Stephenson. When asked what he said next, Davies had this to say: “I don’t know, man, 
I mostly just remember making this stupid comment about how we both were getting 
Pretzel M&M’s and then internally deciding that I should just change schools. I think 
it would be best for everyone.”

         Mrs. Stephenson declined an interview with our reporters. Mark Davies’ mother, 
Shannon Davies-Goodwin, was also at the site of the incident and implied that she was 
willing to look into alternative schooling options for her son.

                                                                                                       [Readers: Yes, this is satire.]
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Editorials
Th e Problems with the Health 
Curriculum
By Anonymous

As a Senior, I am required to take a Health class in order to graduate, as 
all stu dents are. Unfortunately, I feel strongly that many of the lessons taught by 
our school’s health curriculum are problematic in nature. I would have no problem 
with our Health classes if they were merely on the subject of physical health, which 
is objective. Imploring students to avoid drugs and unprotected sex is justifi able, as 
they relate to objective matters of physical health, such as lung cancer, STD’s, and 
the like. However, the subject of the curriculum is not solely physical health. In fact, 
physical wellness is considered by the curriculum to be only one of the “7 Dimensions 
of Wellness,” (the others being social wellness, spiritual wellness, emotional wellness, 
intellectual wellness, vocational wellness, and global wellness). Th ese additional 
dimensions lack the objectivity of physical wellness, and the ways in which the 
curriculum advises students to address these additional dimensions in order to 
improve their own wellness is, in my opinion, not altogether justifi ed.

When it comes to social wellness, the general message seems to be that 
prolonged isolation should be avoided. Th ere is nothing particularly wrong with this 
lesson, as reputable psychological studies have shown that isolation or loneliness 
is most likely connected to physical health challenges and shorter lifespans. Th e 
problem, however, lies in the way that this lesson is presented. If intermittent 
socialization were merely referred to as a factor capable of improving one’s physical 
health and lengthening one’s life, there would not be an issue. However, presenting 
social health as a dimension of health in and of itself presents those who fail to live 
up to the ideal of healthy socialization as fundamentally lacking a quality that makes 
them well, and that such individuals are therefore sick and ought to be treated. Th is 
turns what ought to be a simple suggestion into a canonized doctrine on how to live 
one’s life, and does not allow students to simply be themselves.

When it comes to spiritual wellness, the objection should be obvious. 
Even though teachers mention that a strong spirituality does not necessarily need 
to be connected to religion or faith, the assertion that one needs a certain “belief 
in something larger than oneself ” is an imposition, as it means that legitimate 
philosophical viewpoints (such as nihilism, existentialism, objectivism, etc.) are 
deemed unhealthy by the curriculum, and believers in such philosophies are by 
extension deemed sick, and requiring treatment, which in this context would 
mean that such individuals would need to be forcibly indoctrinated into one of the 
spiritualities advocated for by the curriculum. Th is is certainly an upsetting prospect, 
but it becomes even more unsettling when one remembers that Health classes for high 
school students are mandated by the government, meaning that the aforementioned 
individuals would in essence be forced to be indoctrinated into a state-sanctioned 
belief system, which is fundamentally un-American.

When it comes to emotional wellness, the stance of the curriculum seems 
to be that it is unhealthy to be unhappy for any prolonged period of time. According 
to my teacher, anyone continuously feeling sad for a period of more than two weeks 
should seek help. While promoting happiness is admirable, stating that those who 
do feel sad for prolonged periods are sick is not acceptable. Th e curriculum fails to 
acknowledge that everyone deals with their emotions diff erently, and that sometimes, 
prolonged sadness can be benefi cial to certain individuals in the long run, and is 
oft en a strong motivator to for someone to take initiative and improve his or her life. 
Th us, stating that anyone who is sad for more than two weeks is sick and requires 
treatment is an oversimplifi ed, one-size-fi ts-all response to an issue that is much more 
complicated than the curriculum gives it credit for. Denying people the freedom to 
feel their natural emotions is unacceptable in a country that supposedly values liberty 
and individual rights. 

When it comes to intellectual wellness, the curriculum advocates for 
continuous mental stimulus for all people. While such a practice may be benefi cial 
to certain individuals (including myself, I would like to think) this is once again an 
example of a one-size-fi ts-all approach that is not necessarily helpful for everyone. 
Constant intellectual stimulus is fulfi lling for some people, certainly, but not everyone, 
and stating that anyone who does not receive such stimulation is sick denies people 
the right to live in the manner that they chose, which is yet another example of 
problematic ideology creeping into the Health classroom.

When it comes to vocational wellness, the position of the curriculum seems 
to be that in order to be well, one must be able to function in a work environment 
and be able to balance the responsibilities associated with a career with one’s personal 
life. While this is generally good advice for anyone who has or wants to be employed 
in the traditional sense, this stance implies that one must in fact be employed in the 
traditional sense in order to be well, and that, therefore, anyone who chooses to avoid 
traditional employment for any reason (be it religious, philosophical, or by necessity 
of ability) is unwell. It should be obvious that this is a clear imposition, as not only can 
it violate the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, it is also constitutes an 
attempt to violate one’s basic right to autonomy.

When it comes to global wellness, the position of the Health curriculum 
seems to be that it is one’s responsibility to improve the general well-being of the world 
at large, not only by promoting one’s personal health, but through acts of altruism, 
tolerance, and environmentalism. While I personally support this worldview on an 
ethical level, the issue lies in that the justifi cation for this perspective exists solely in 
the realm of ethics, which are subjective and are based on personal opinion rather 
than fact. Th is means that the advocacy for this ethical position in the classroom 
of a public school constitutes advocacy for a state-sponsored moral framework, 
which represents a clear violation of the very principles of freedom that defi ne our 
constitution, and our country at large.

Altogether, these issues make it clear to me that our school’s Health 
curriculum is in need of revision so as to better represent our values as a school and as 
a country.

“OK, Boomer”: A Look at 
Generational Divides
By Sarah McArdle

Th e phrase “OK boomer” has recently attracted national attention, 
in part because of how commonly it’s used among millennials and Gen Z, 
and in part because of how off ended boomers themselves are. Th e idea is that 
older generations are ineff ective towards and ignorant of our current political 
and social needs, a standard attitude of young people towards the generations 
that precede them, and with good reason. In the case of baby boomers, 
many stubbornly hang onto the outdated and oft en oppressive ideals of the 
past, notions that no longer apply (or should) to our society. “OK boomer” 
expresses the collective frustration and exhaustion of younger generations, 
who, as New Zealand politician Chloë Swarbrick puts it, must “inherit ever-
amplifying problems in an ever-diminishing window of time.” 

Essentially, the burdens of 
excessive college tuition, extreme 
economic inequality, and, of 
course, the ever-present threat of 
global warming have been placed 
upon us. Our future is full of 
fi xing problems created by those 
currently in offi  ce, problems for 
which practical plans have been 
proposed. Th ere is a widespread, 
blatant refusal to take responsibility for our economic and environmental 
issues, many of which are directly linked to the policies and programs of baby 
boomers (the average member of Congress is around sixty). 

Young people are tired of being ignored and insulted. We sacrifi ce our 
time in school for political marches, we protest instead of sending “thoughts 
and prayers.” And yet, older generations both attack and patronize our eff orts, 
despite committing what could be seen as governmental inaction for multiple 
national crises.

 “OK boomer” is dismissive and apathetic: two qualities that the 
generation in question has exhibited toward evidence that America may, 
actually, not be so great. What needs to be understood is that new discoveries 
and developments aren’t a threat to your nostalgia or identity. If you are to 
be a valued and present member of society, you have to adjust to the natural 
societal changes and advancements that take place. Reminisce over the 
“simpler times” of the past (which is a gross misunderstanding of how truly 
horrifi c it was for people of color, women, and any minority at the time) all 
you want, but realize that if you don’t adapt, the world will leave you behind.
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By Derek Eppinger

Youtube has always struggled to monitor and properly filter its 
children’s content. In 2017, they came under fire for a wave of new kids’ 
content that was extremely questionable and inappropriate. These channels 
often featured washed-up adult youtubers performing skits dressed Spiderman 
and Elsa. Before they could even extinguish the PR fire that continued to 
spread, it was revealed that many kids channel comment sections were being 
utilized as message boards for pedophiles. This time, Youtube took swift action 
by disabling all comment sections on any kids’ channel. However, the damage 
had been done, and Youtube was directly under the government’s spotlight for 
investigation.

A few months ago, Youtube and Google were fined over 170 million 
dollars for violating the Federal Trade Commission’s COPPA, The Children’s 
Online Privacy Protection Act that was instituted to ensure that websites 
were not collecting advertising data about children under 13 without their 
parents’ permission. The idea is sound; kids are extremely impressionable and 
aren’t able to make the proper distinctions necessary to even understand what 
an advertisement is. And for most of Youtube’s existence, they’ve remained 
COPPA complaint, even creating a special YoutubeKids version intended 
for children under 13. However, Google decided to release statistics stating 
that Youtube (main) had become the most popular website among ages 2-12, 
essentially telling on themselves and leading to Youtube’s large fine. Of course, 
no attention was given to the parents who are ultimately responsible for the 
content their kids consume and what version of Youtube they use.

 However, most of the punishment falls onto the responsibility of 
creators and beginning next year, Youtube will lose all targeted advertisements 
on its children’s content. FTC and Youtube is also absurdly vague with what 
it considers children’s content, describing it with subjects such as “kids’ 
jokes”, “music”, “video/computer games”, “fantasy”, or pets “pets”. The FTC 

also describes kids’ content as content that uses language such as “fun”, “cool”, 
“games”, “whatever”, and often featuring “characters, or fast-moving graphics, 
or bright and vibrant colors”. By using wide-encompassing terms, the FTC 
has put all of family-friendly content in a state of panic. What happens to Jake 
Paul, who has gone on record to say that his entire audience is comprised of 
8 to 16-year olds? What happens to the entire genre of Youtube animation, 
which uses appealing characters and drawing tell everyday stories? What 
happens to the entire Youtube gaming community, which is centered around 
giant games such as Fortnite, Minecraft, and Pokemon that appeal to all ages? 

 Prior to 2020, creators will be forced to fill out a survey detailing 
whether or not their content is safe for kids. If the video is “for kids”, the 
video will have no comments, no notifications, it will not be recommended 
or searchable, and it will make 90% less revenue with no targeted ads. So the 
obvious idea that many creators had was to simply mark all of their content 
“not safe for kids”. However, if the FTC finds a video that is mis-identified, 
including marked “not for kids” content that was deemed “for kids” by the 
FTC, the fines can reach over $42,000. It also doesn’t help that Youtube’s bots, 
which are notoriously incompetent, have gone around trying to help creators 
by premarking videos, making determinations that the FTC could easily 
disagree with. Susan Wojcicki, the CEO of youtube, previously said that some 
of the lawmakers behind this decision don’t even have cell phones. They have 
no grasp of internet or pop culture in 2019, where the lines between kids and 
adult content is often blurred. By implementing the new COPPA guidelines, 
the FTC threatens to destroy family friendly content on Youtube forever. 

COPPA Can Kill YouTube
By Amanda Giannopoulos

Originally, I had scheduled a meeting with our principal, Mr. Berrios, to discuss 
the parking fees matter I passionately protested against in my last editorial submission. 
However, after having a joint interview with both Mr. Berrios and Mr. Palmer, I was 
pleasantly surprised to learn that the funds not only are constantly checked and audited 
by multiple people, but that they fund some worthwhile causes. Here are the findings 
of my interview.

Some basic information on parking and the parking fee policy I uncovered: 
•	 Firstly, the parking fee policy has been in effect for at least 21 years (probably 

more but there was no exact ENACTION year). I did not know this but Mr. 
Palmer assured me that back when he attended high school it was typical for 
students to be asked to pay a fee to park on campus.

•	 Secondly, it is completely legal for schools to charge students to park on 
campus. Mr. Berrios explained to me that the school provides transportation 
for all students not within a one-mile radius of the school in the form of buses 
or vans. Staff do not have transportation incorporated into their contracts so 
it is up to each of them individually to provide it which he said accounted for 
why they do not have to pay to park on campus. He therefore described the 
concept of students driving to school and parking on campus as a privilege 
because they have other options available to them to get to school.

•	 Thirdly, the fee started at $25 per person but was increased to $50 after 2005. 
Not to worry, Mr. Berrios assured me he has no intention of raising it any time 
soon. Initially, I thought the price of $50 a person was a bit steep so one of the 
questions I prepared that I was most curious about was how our fee compared 
to the other public high schools in the area. I was surprised to find out that 
our school’s fee is on the lower end of the spectrum. For instance, Pennridge 
High School and Central Bucks West High School charge fees of $75 and $100 
respectively (Mr. Berrios did say these numbers were as of a few years ago).

•	 Fourthly, construction has caused the school’s student parking lot to go from 
a total of 207 available student parking spots to around 120 spots due to the 
use of about 80 parking spots’ area to park construction equipment and such. 
This prompted me to if the high school prepared in advance to account for all 
of those lost parking spots.  In fact, Mr. Palmer described to me how before 
construction had begun, he, Mr. Berrios and others created a plan which they 
later presented a plan to A CERTAIN COMMITTEE OF THE SCHOOL 
BOARD to allow high school student drivers to park at the Little Theatre 
Parking Lot. This plan was ultimately rejected due to “no clear pathway from 
that area to the high school which could pose a hazard to the students”. The 
principals could foretell there would be parking problems once construction 
arose but their COMPLAINTS fell on deaf ears. Thus, contrary to popular 
belief, Mr. Palmer does not personally have anything against students parking 
at the Junior High parking lot and he merely followed orders last year when he 
patrolled the lot in a golf cart.

Now, onto the information on where the money from the fees goes and its allocation:
•	 The parking lot fees rake in about $6000 a year which goes into a trust-in-

agency account. This type of student activity fund allows for the principal to 
have more say on the funds’ allocation, while the other (such as each grade’s 
individual account that the class councils are in charge of) are not touched by 
the principal and can only be used for whatever the students vote on. 

•	 This money has serious book-keeping. The account gets audited at least twice a 
year and in order to take out any money, there needs to be two staff ’s signatures, 
a small description of what the money will be used for, and Mr. Berrios’ final 
signature of authority to clear the request. Mr. Berrios showed me detailed 
transactions from the past 9 years that had several columns of information: the 
date the money was taken out, a brief phrase describing what the money was 
used for (ex. CAPT scholarships), which teachers or clubs were involved with 
this event, and the amount taken out. Everything is double, triple, quadruple-
checked before any transaction occurs in order to make sure everything looks 
legit.

•	 That money goes a long way. If students in a club want to run out and buy 
pizzas for a special meeting they are hosting, that money can provide for that 
if their sponsors clear it early enough with Mr. Berrios. That money has also 
paid for certain activities such as Custodial Appreciation Day in the past where 
the school hosted a lowkey breakfast to say thank you as well as even going to 
help fund scholarships for our upperclassmen in the building. This money can 
by no means pay for everything students ask for but it never hurts to ask and it 
pays for more than one may think.
Overall the interview was a rewarding experience. It gave me a newfound 

appreciation for the work done by our administrators and how they advocate for us 
even if we may never know of it. They showed me how much they care and what they do 
to try to show that to us through the various uses of the parking fee money. Sometimes 
the bureaucratic process in place at our high school can cause some headaches, but 
ultimately, the administrators are here to help us navigate some of that in order to get 
what we need for our worthwhile causes. 

At the end of my interview, Mr. Berrios and Mr. Palmer told me I was welcome 
back any time to discuss any other boring matters such as these. I would argue, and I 
hope you too would argue after reading this summary, that the discussion was anything 
but boring and I wish more discussions like this were being made. So, I implore any of 
my readers who are curious about how the school works to take the time to schedule an 
appointment and sit down with any of our administrators in order for them to answer 
your questions. You will have a better sense of how our school operates and you will be 
able to judge for yourself whether those processes or policies in place are GOOD for the 
students in your eyes.

Interview with Mr. Berrios
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Heard This Month
Everyone meet in the lab after school.  We’re gonna build 
ourselves a house! - Mr. Simmons

I like the taste of head cheese, but when I eat it, I can’t get the 
smell off my fingers. - Mr. Turner

I don’t touch milk. I don’t like milk. Milk is disgusting. But 
cheese is okay. - Mr. Penderghest

A cheeseball can take me to another dimension. - Mr. Turner

The uprising against Rome didn’t work out for you. Sorry, 
y’all. - Ms. Crooks

For a teenager, ex is the perfect function because its derivative 
is itself, so you don’t really have to do anything… And 
teenagers don’t like to… Never mind. - Mr. Rizzuto

It doesn’t stop the Fried Liver! Ah, my God! - Mr. Simmons

Disney +
By Sabrina Trakhtorchuk

The recent launch of Disney’s new streaming service Disney plus 
has brought about major success for the 96-year-old company. In its first few 
weeks, the service has already attracted over ten million subscribers, causing 
a significant increase in the company’s stock valuation. Disney’s recent merger 
with Fox entertainment likely played a significant role in the launch’s success. 
This rapid growth may impact the profits of other companies such as Netflix 
and Amazon Prime and has led some experts to believe that the market 
for streaming services may be becoming oversaturated. Though Netflix has 
remained the most successful service for several years now amassing 135 
million subscribers to date, it does charge $12.99 a month compared to Disney 
plus’s $7. Disney will also be partnering with Hulu to offer customers a $5.99 
monthly subscription to both services however, the content will not be ad-free. 
Disney’s stock is expected to continue growth for the next year, signifying that 
this monthly streaming service may have long term success.

A Gentleman’s Guide 
to Timeless Manners
by Letters From Romance

“Manners maketh man. Do you know what that means? Then let me teach 
you a lesson.”    Harry Hart (Kingsman, 2015)

Being a gentleman is not about how much money you make. It 
is not about the type of clothes you wear. It is not not about the type of 
people with whom you surround yourself. It is not about your accent, nor 
where you come from. First and foremost, being a gentleman is about your 
manners.

The most fundamental manner of them all—respect. Yet, respect 
must be earned. Respect must be obtained through experience, knowledge, 
and skill. Does this mean that respect must not be distributed to those with 
whom our paths have yet to cross? The Golden Rule sets forth:  “Treat others 
the way that you wish to be treated.” It is the basis of respect.  

The art of selflessness — the willingness to sacrifice everything 
when you have nothing to gain. A mother’s greatest sacrifice is that to her 
child. A lover’s greatest sacrifice is that of their own ego to preserve their 
partner’s heart. A gentleman’s greatest sacrifice is to the community. A 
gentleman must always put the community forth of himself.

At last, being a gentleman is not about getting a reward. In life, at 
the very end, there is no trophy declaring your victory. Living must be its 
own reward, and a gentleman understands this.

To Be A Speck (a poem)
By Demitrius Rodrigues

Why does the sun shine on the darkest days 

And the moon hide among the brightest

The sun is never lonely for it has the clouds and blue sky to keep it company 

The moon looked down upon by the great stars above shaming due to 
indifference everyone wants to be a star 

Some of us become moons but are we just specks floating through space 
nothing but our own empty thoughts to keep us company.

So why do some of us live our lives like we’re the center of the universe all the 
while forcing others perspective on our own personal being? 

We as a collective people need to accept that we are a speck of dust important 
to others who choose to stick by us nothing more and nothing less

At the end of the road we all end up in a two-foot-wide six foot deep hole, so 
live your life be the speck you want to be make your life matter to you we are 
nothing but ourselves.

         I know I’m a speck so what are you?

by 
Grace 

Bauder

------

Want to 
draw a 
cartoon
for the

next issue?

Go to 
Room S-3!
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Student-Athlete Profi le: Amir Cubbage 
By AJ Scharnikow

 Amir Cubbage began running cross country for Abington when he was a sophomore. Despite not running for the team freshman year, Amir quickly proved himself 
to be one of the top runners on the team. Amir secured a varsity position and was able to fi nish his fi rst year with a time of 17:46. But he was not satisfi ed. He came back next 
season with the simple goal of getting faster. Amir soon realized that he had the potential to qualify for states and was determined to get there. With rigorous training, Amir 
was able to get his time down to 16:29. Despite the hard work he put in, Amir was not able to qualify for states junior year. He was off  by mere seconds, and was disappointed. 
Nevertheless, Amir still had another year. He knew he would have a great chance of qualifying senior year, but he wanted his position to be secure. His training became 
signifi cantly more intense. When it came time to the qualifying meet at Lehigh University, Amir ran an astonishing 16:18. Th is time qualifi ed Amir for States and was a 
signifi cant achievement that required an immense amount of hard work and dedication. Congrats, Amir!

Sixers’ Disappointing Start
By Jack Raisch

When the Sixers started off  the season 5-0, many fans were excited to see 
if they could bring a championship home to Philly. Th ey shocked the entire NBA as 
they climbed to #1 in the power rankings. However, aft er such an incredible start, 
they tumbled down the power rankings aft er losing games to teams like the Magic and 
Th under. Naturally, the city of Philadelphia looks for someone to blame. Some NBA 
analysts concluded that having two dominant inside forces in Embiid and Simmons 
cannot possibly work due to spacing issues. Ben Simmons prefers to drive to the 
basket, forcing Embiid to leave the paint. However, this dynamic duo has shown to be 
dominant as they advanced to the conference semi-fi nals last year before losing in a 
game seven to the eventual champion Raptors. 

 I believe the biggest problem with this struggling Sixers team is coach Brett 
Brown. Brown has repeatedly shown to be irresponsible in the 4th quarter, such as 
when they played the Denver Nuggets and the team led by 19 going into the 4th 
quarter, yet eventually lost by three. Brown’s substitutions have been badly-timed 
as well. Rookie Matisse Th ybulle, an outstanding defender, has sat on the bench in 
games where their defense has struggled. Th e Sixers may have to look at other possible 
coaching options in order to push for a championship in the 2019-2020 NBA season 
and beyond. 

Basketball Interview with Oreck Frazier
Spencer Armon: Hey Oreck. Th anks for talking with me. How’s everything going? 
Oreck Frazier: I’m pretty good, how are you?
Spencer: I’m doing well. What’s the atmosphere around the team like going into the season?
Oreck: We all get along pretty well. We still have some chemistry from last year. Last year’s JV team is coming up to varsity this year. We’re just learning how to play together 
since it’s a new year now and hopefully we’re successful with that.
Spencer: What are your expectations for the team this year aft er having lost some key players from last year’s senior class?
Oreck: As far as losing players, it is what it is. We lose players every year but it’s just a matter of whether or not we can come back and make up for what we lost and try to do 
even more than last year, when we made it to the state playoff s. We’re trying to go farther this year. It doesn’t matter who we gained or who we lost because we all have one goal.
Spencer: Who will be some of the key contributors for the team this year?
Oreck: Defi nitely Manir, I mean, he’s a returning starter. I feel like Caleb Baker, our big man, is going to make some plays. And the guards like Antoine Ellis, Rob Bell, and 
Karim Boyd can all make plays. I love defense so I’m going to play a lot of defense and I’m hoping we can all make it work.
Spencer: What are you most looking forward to this season?
Oreck: I’m looking forward to playing games with teammates like my brothers. And then we have fun at practice competing with each other. I guess just day in and day out, just 
having that same level of excitement every single day.
Spencer: What do you think will be the biggest challenge both for you personally and for the team as a whole?
Oreck: For me personally, it’s just going to be about trying to limit the mistakes. Th ere’s a big crowd and a lot of pressure. I’m just going to tune them out and play my game and 
eliminate the mistakes so our team can play better. And as far as the team goes, we just have to  eliminate the mistakes as a whole as in not getting a lot of turnovers and playing 
team basketball and getting to the bucket.
Spencer: Any last thoughts about the upcoming season?
Oreck: I think it’s going to be a good year. I mean, a lot of people say ‘you lost Eric, you lost Lucas’ who are two Division-I basketball players but how many teams even have two 
D-I basketball players? Like we may not be the best team, but we’re going to be solid. In seventh and eighth grade our teams won championships on championships, like we’re 
going to be fi ne. A lot of people are doubting us right now but it’s just like football. We lost football players last year and people thought we were going to be bad this year and we 
ended up winning the league championship so hopefully we can carry that along into basketball.
Spencer: Th anks again for talking with me. Good luck and Go Ghosts!

A Family Business
By Jake Place
 Football is supposedly a meritocratic institution. Coaches preach that hard work and discipline can overcome every obstacle that a player might face. However, most 
coaches at the highest levels of the game would know nothing about that. Th e single most important thing to becoming a head coach in today’s NFL is your last name. 
 All lucrative professions use a splash of nepotism when deciding who should fi ll out their ranks, but football coaching is quite possibly the worst off ender. One of the 
best examples of this is Jim L. Mora, former coach of the Atlanta Falcons and Seattle Seahawks and son of the former New Orleans Saints and Indianapolis Colts coach Jim E. 
Mora. Th e younger Mora was a walk-on to the football team at the University of Washington who was only accepted onto the team because his father was an assistant coach 
at the university. His father connected him with an assistant job aft er he graduated, and he climbed the coaching ranks by relying on his father’s reputation. By 2004, he was 
considered enough of a commodity to be off ered a job as the head coach of the Atlanta Falcons. He only lasted three years with the organization. In 2009, he was given another 
opportunity to demonstrate that he was his own man when he was hired as the coach of the Seattle Seahawks. He was only able to hold on to his job for a single miserable 
season that time. Jim L. Mora was not a skilled coach in his own right, but it did not matter to NFL front offi  ces. He was hired on the strength of his father’s name, not on the 
strength of his own. 
 Even successful coaches got their starts through family connections. Sean McVay is the youngest coach in the history of the league and is widely celebrated as an 
off ensive genius and wunderkind. It is typically ignored, however, that he started at a much higher position in the coaching hierarchy than most coaches are able to. His fi rst 
coaching job was in the NFL as the assistant wide receivers coach for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Most coaches have to struggle for years to even make it to that level. McVay 
was hired directly out of college into the NFL on no basis except for his family name. His grandfather, John McVay, was a legendary general manager who won fi ve Super Bowls 
during his time with the San Francisco 49ers. Without that connection, Sean McVay would never have been put on the fast track to success that led to him becoming a head 
coach at age 30. Th e deck was stacked in his favor from the beginning. How many other talented young coaches are there who lack these connections? How many football teams 
could be signifi cantly improved if team owners were just able to look beyond a coach’s name?
 For every Sean McVay, there are a hundred Jim L. Moras. Th e coaching ranks of the NFL and NCAA are swelled with the worthless sons and grandsons of better 
coaches. Th e sermon of hard work and perseverance within football rings hollow because those at the top of the game have never had to rely on either. A culling of these so-
called “failsons” is in order. If teams actually want to see improvement in their coaching staff , they need to hire a coaching staff  with actual talent, not just talented genes. 

Chess Team Preview
By Aundre Watley
Th e 2019-2020 chess season has 
commenced. Tryouts were held in 
late October and a full roster of 21 
skilled and dedicated members was 
decided by Coach Simmons. 
Th e fi rst match of the season was 
held on November 19th against 
Central Bucks South. Th e starting 
fi ve came back with a 3.5-1.5 win, 
starting the league matches off  
splendidly. Along with the league 
win, the chess team has had four 
tournament wins. Our most recent tournament was the Springfi eld Delco, at which 
three players received trophies. Jay Hustedt won third place overall, Spencer Armon 
got the top u800 trophy and Darius Brown the top u400. Th e team also won the fi rst-
place team trophy due to their excellent performance.
Th e defending national champs have multiple practices a week as they prepare for 
states and nationals in 2020. Th e team is excited to make fun memories while also 
playing what brought them all together –  chess.


